
Following Seas 
April 1, 2022 

Spring is in full bloom at the marina and our 

calendar is quickly becoming packed with fun 

events and activities! First and foremost, we 

anticipate re-opening our resident lounge and 

kayak rentals the weekend of April 15th. We will 

also erect the outdoor lounge space that 

weekend, depending on the weather. We’re 

excited to welcome you back and once again 

have a place for folks to gather after work while 

enjoying a cold beverage and good company. 

Other upcoming events on the schedule include:  

 

Saturday, April 16th from 9AM to 11AM:  

Litter Free 253 at Foss Harbor Marina. We need 

volunteers to help us pick up trash along Dock 

Street for this year’s city-wide cleanup event! 

Bags, gloves and gear will be provided. A sign up 

sheet is in the office and the first 25 folks to 

commit will receive free tickets to the Daffodil 

Brunch the following week!  

 

Sunday, April 24th from 11:30AM to 

1:30PM 

Join us for the Tacoma Waterfront Association Daffodil parade Brunch! Tickets are $15 and can be purchased at 

www.tacomawaterfront.org.  They will include a continental brunch to enjoy while watching the TYC Daffodil Boat Parade 

floats by. Generously-poured mimosas are $10 each, but the first round will be on us! You can receive up to two free tickets 

to this event by helping us clean up trash on Saturday, April 16th at 9AM. Email Ian@fossharbor.com for more details! 

Saturday, May 21st from 10AM to 4PM 

Kick off Boating Safety Week at Foss Harbor Marina by getting your FREE vessel safety check completed by our local Coast 

Guard Auxiliary members from Flotilla 33. A sign-up sheet will be in the marina office and vessels that pass will receive the 

USCG inspection sticker. If you can’t make May 21st, inspections can be arranged beforehand by contacting Bob Hamilton at 

253-314-1374. Thanks for being safe boaters and I’ll see you on the water. 

 

Ian Wilkinson, General Manager  

  Tides & Times 
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Daffodil Parade Brunch, Presented By Tacoma Waterfront Association 

Sunday, April 24th, 11:30am at Foss Harbor Marina! Tacoma               

Waterfront Association wants to serve you continental breakfast 

while we watch the Tacoma Yacht Club’s annual Daffodil Boat                

Parade float by on the Foss Waterway.  

• Great Company 

• Continental Brunch                                          

• Mimosas or Wine $10.00 (Generous pour!) 

• Tickets are $15.00, purchase them at TacomaWaterfront.org 

 

TACOMA, NOW & THEN                               

Thanks @ overtacoma  
Pets on the Poopdeck 
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Say hello to Oliver!      

Oliver lives aboard a  

sailboat with his pet, 

Matt. Little Oliver runs his 

ship with a firm but fair 

hand, and there’s never 

any shortage of treats. Oliver 

loves long walks on the beach 

and collects vintage records.                     
Do you have a pet on your poopdeck? Send 

pics to melynda@fossharbor.com! 
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STUART ISLAND 

The outboard comes to life with the pull of the 

rope. We have gathered our sack dinners, jackets and 

water bottles. Just a few hours earlier we dropped our 

hook in Prevost Harbor, Stuart Island, after a warm and 

uneventful cruise up from Friday Harbor. We anchored 

just off the county dock near the entrance to the har-

bor. We favor this location, away from the state park 

buoys and anchorages, as we are usually the only boat 

here. We can run our generator without the worry of 

bothering someone else, and we don’t have to hear  

others chatter.  

We climb into the skiff and make the 2-minute journey to the county dock, tie up and make our way up the 

ramp. At the top of the ramp, we see a very “islander” experience. Stuart Island is only accessible by boat or small 

plane utilizing one of the two grassy landing strips on the island. No ferry’s visit Stuart and fuel and supplies are            

delivered via vehicles on a landing craft. At the top of the ramp we find the islands “post office”, a simple shelter 

with mailboxes for all the residents, filled with their posts only every couple days by a Postal Contractor via boat. 

Making our way up the pier, we meet the beginning of the dirt road which connects to the various residences 

around the island as well as our destination, Turn Point Lighthouse. In the summer, the road is dry and dusty sloping 

upward from the harbor. On the right are large pastures and on the left several small but quaint cottages dot the 

road side. Evidence of the remoteness is 

clear to the observer: solar panels, large 

propane tanks, stacks and stacks of firewood 

and fresh water tanks.  Several horses are 

feasting on the tall, bright green grass cover-

ing the fields. They pay no mind to us as we 

try to offer apples as a snack.  

A short way up the road we begin to enter 

the trees that cover much of the island. One of two airstrips on the island can be glanced through the trees on the 

left. Several planes parked appear to be there more for their decorative value rather than as a means of commuting. 

Thru the thick brush lining the earthen road we tread we can hear what sounds like… goats? Yes, it is, a large group 

of goats! We later learn, from a local on San Juan Island, that they are supposedly descendant from goats that were 

set free or escaped from a residence on the island and now roam mostly in the highest elevations of the island. Such 

a treat to see them down so close to the water.  

The road continues to wind up and up, passing large rock formations as the island slopes skyward on our 

right and to the left, an old car, likely from the 50’s, can be seen where it came to rest over the side of the road. 

About 50 feet below the road level, the car is now the fascination of those whose rock throwing abilities must be 

tested at any given opportunity.  

                                            Con’t on page 4 
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Reaching the apex of the incline, a small path leads off 

to the left out onto a cliff over looking Haro Straight, with 

unobstructed views west to Sidney, B.C. and Vancouver Is-

land. We pause here to catch our breath and take in the 

view. The moss and grass covered rock face slopes gently to 

the edge, creating a soft place to sit and admire the view. 

The sun is already making it’s way lower and lower towards 

the horizon creating beautiful colors and shadows among the 

madronas that populate this area. Behind us we hear the 

sounds of another family making their way back towards the 

harbor. 

We rise and make our way back to the road, which 

now slopes down steeply to the lighthouse location. An outbuilding used by the original lighthouse keepers is the 

first to come into view. Dotted around the property are several others, including what looks as though it may have 

been a chicken coop at one point. The keeper’s house, which is actually a two-story duplex which would house two 

keepers and their families, is set back from the waters edge and provides million dollar views of the Haro Straight.  

Commencing operation on November 30th, 1893, the “keepers complex” includes the house, a barn, a boat 

house (the only evidence left of which is the concrete foundations at the water’s edge), fog signal building, water 

tanks and of course, the light, which is a simple concrete obelisk with a light on top.  

We make our way down to the fog signal building, which sits directly behind the light, to explore the edge of 

the land which drops about ten feet to the water. We take a seat and admire the playfulness of the seals frolicking in 

the kelp bed which abuts the rocky island face. Boats dot the water in the distance, just across the border, finishing 

their day’s cruise. A short way off shore, a pod of porpoise surface repeatedly as they make their way south, likely 

chasing the salmon that attract them, the same fish that attract the orcas as well.   

Our stomachs are beginning to signal that it’s time to enjoy our sack meals that we have brought with us. We 

walk the narrow concrete path back up to the keeper’s house, which sports a broad porch overlooking the water. 

The organization who has been restoring the property has provided comfortable deck chairs, which we happily oc-

cupy to enjoy our sandwiches and watch the sun set.  

In the silence, a “whom-whom-whom” can be heard, getting louder. We look to the northeast and see a 

large containership making its way to the turn into Haro Straight. The sound of its engines, the deep thrum we are 

hearing, seems to permeate your chest. As the ship begins its near 90 degree turn to port, it noticeably leans to star-

board causing us to wonder how it manages to stay upright with all the weight of the containers loading it down. 

Completing the turn, she rights herself and continues south, slowly steaming out of sight. The smoke from her stack 

hanging above the water in the calm air.  

We sit for what seems like an eternity, absorbing the last warm rays of the day and daydreaming of never 

leaving this inviting and relaxing spot, but, alas, the sun is setting and we must head back to the boat soon. We gath-

er up the remnants of our meal, take one last look at this place, as if to imprint the image in the front of our mind, 

and descend the steps to begin our return trip.   

                                                                                                                                                                  Con’t on page 5 
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We stop at an intersection just up from the dock in 

Prevost Harbor to peruse the items available in the “honor 

chest”. A local family on the island, for over 25 years, has main-

tained two of these chests on the island. Inside each item’s pack-

aging is a note and envelope offering online payment or a mailing 

method to send a check.  The chest contains San Juan Islands 

themed t-shirts, hats and post cards among other souvenirs. The 

longevity of this enterprise speaks volumes to the character and 

honesty of the boaters who visit these islands. 

Making our selections, we close the chest and make our 

way back to the dock. Back on board, we chat quietly about our 

hike, watching the occasional shooting star streak across the sky 

and quietly contemplating our place in the universe. Tomorrow, we head home, so we stay up as long as we can stay awake 

just to prolong our Island Time.  

A better ending to a week in the islands cannot be had in our opinions, good company, good views and great experi-

ences. If you have not made the hike to Turn Point, I encourage you to do so next time you are at Stuart Island. You can reach 

the lighthouse from Reid Harbor as well, adding about ¾ of a mile to the hike, but you will go past the one room school house, 

which, last checked, was still in use for young islanders.  

Be kind to one another and I’ll see you on the docks, 

Tarin 

You can thank us later, when everyone around you is very impressed by your newfound knowledge and proper use of 
these nautical words. You now have the vocabulary of a well educated mariner! 

Do You Know the Meaning of  These Common Nautical Words? 

Amidships – Condition of being surrounded by boats. 

Berth – A little addition to the crew. 

Bottom Paint – What you get when the cockpit seats are 
freshly painted. 

Chart – A nautical map often telling you exactly where you are 
aground. 

Clew – An indication from the skipper as to what he might do 
next. 

Companionway – A double berth. 

Dead Reckoning – A course leading directly to a reef. 

Deadrise – Getting up to check the anchor at 03:00. 

Deviation – Any departure from the Captain’s orders. 

Displacement – When you dock your boat and can’t find it 
later. 

Estimated Position – A place you have marked on the chart 
where you are sure you are not. 

First Mate – Crew member necessary for skippers to practice 
shouting instructions to.  

Headway – What you are making if you can’t get the toilet to 
work. 

Heave-Ho – What you do when you’ve eaten too much Ho. 

Keel –  Term used by 1
st
 mate after too much heel by the 

skipper. 

Landlubber – Anyone on board who wishes he/she were 
not. 

Latitude – The number of degrees off course allowed a 
guest. 

Mast –  Religious ritual used before setting sail. 

Mizzen – An object you cannot find. 

Shroud – Equipment used in connection with a wake. 

Starboard –  Special board used by skippers for navigation. 

Swell – A wave that’s just great. 

Square Rigger – A rigger over 35. 

Tender –  The possible condition of one’s head after being 
Three Sheets to the Wind. 
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      Wondering how to get better fuel economy with your boat? Here are a few basic things that can make a measurable difference when it 

comes to fuel savings. Check them out:  

Lighten up: 

Keep only gear you really need or will use onboard. 
Weight creates drag—the greater the drag the faster 
you’ll burn through fuel. 

Slow down and float your boat: 

Reducing your speed can help stretch a tank of gas. 
Also, keep in mind that one of the easiest fuel-saving 
tricks is running your engine less. So, once you’re out 
on the water, cut the engine and anchor away to save 
on gas. 

Distribute weight evenly: 

How you distribute the weight onboard also makes a 
difference—keeping the load distributed evenly is one 
of the simplest ways to help your boat run efficiently. 
With safety in mind, arrange seating and cargo to keep 
the boat load balanced. 

Clean the bottom of your boat: 

Algae, Zebra Mussels and other things that grow on your boat’s bottom or outdrive can also add drag and create small per-
formance issues that you may not notice, but will cost you fuel economy over time. 

Fuel Filter: 

If you have a dirty or clogged fuel filter, then it’s doing its job—however you need to change it to allow proper fuel flow to 
the engine. The engine could end up working twice as hard to get the fuel that it needs to run properly. For best                             
performance, you should change your fuel filter every 100 hours or once a year. 

Water Separator: 

A water separator is a filter in your fuel line or on your engine that cleans out the water condensation that can build up in 
your fuel tank. This filter not only can save your engine, but a clean filter will allow the engine to run more efficiently by 
providing the proper amount of fuel to the engine. Change this filter every 100 hours or once a year. 

Check your Prop: 

Even the smallest ding or bend can cause your prop to cavitate or 
form air pockets around the prop. When this happens, the prop has to 
spin more times to catch the water, rather than catch the air. Make 
sure you check and inspect your prop regularly to insure there is no 
damage. 

These are just a few easy ways to boost your fuel efficiency on the 
water, that also happen to be relatively inexpensive. What are you 
doing to save gas and increase your fuel economy? What                                       
suggestions can you make to assist other fellow boaters?                                                                                                                             

 

    Gas Saving Tips for Boaters 



Spring has sprung and for millions of boaters in the U.S; that means it’s time to take their boats 
out of winter storage and put them in the water. For many boaters, annual preparation and cleaning projects are 

necessary rites of spring that help prevent problems that could keep them off the water once the season is underway.  

  

The following are general guidelines. Check your owner’s manual for manufacturer’s recommendations or procedures 
specific to your boat. Feel free to add to this list to meet your needs and use it as a checklist prior to getting your boat 
underway.  

  

FUEL SYSTEM —   

• Inspect hoses, connections and tank surfaces for leaks or damage.  

• Replace components as needed.  

• Verify all fittings and clamps are properly secured.  

Ensure the engine, exhaust, and ventilation systems are functioning properly.   

  

BELTS, CABLES & HOSES —  

• Check for cracks and brittle areas.  

• Ensure belts fit tightly and are not worn.  

Inspect the outer jacket of control cables for cracks or swells, which may indicate a problem.  

  

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM — 

• Inspect all electrical connections for cleanliness and tightness, corrosion may indicate an unsafe condition.   

• Remove terminals and clean with a wire bush, clean cable ends.  

• Change battery and ensure it can hold a charge.  

Electrical systems should be inspected by a qualified technician regularly.   

  

FLUID LEVELS —  

• Check engine oil, power steering, power trim reservoirs and coolant levels.   

Change engine oil, oil filter and drive lubricants if these tasks were not done prior to winterizing.  

  

PROPELLERS & HULLS —  

• Inspect propellers for dings, pitting, cracks and distortion  

• Make sure propeller is secured properly, replace bearings if needed.   

• Check hull for blisters, distortions and cracks.   

Clean the hull, deck and topsides.   

  

SAFETY GEAR —  

• Inspect life jackets to ensure they are in good condition, make sure there is one for each potential passenger.   

• Check that fire extinguishers are fully charged, properly stowed and are the correct class for your vessel.   

Take advantage of any safety inspections offered by the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), USCG Auxiliary or U.S. Power 
Squadron. For Tacoma area USCG free vessel safety checks, you may call Sue @ 253-213-2850. 
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